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The common view of habituality

From C. Bache (1999), *Essentials of Mastering English*:

- The situations referred to by e.g., *John teaches linguistics* and *Sally smokes* are characterizations of John and Sally, cf. *John is a teacher of linguistics* and *Sally is a smoker* (p. 76).

This raises several questions: What is the meaning of *Sally smokes*? Does it mean the same as *Sally is a smoker*? And if not, how are the two meanings related?
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- Since habituals indicate an activity that is repeated at different times, the habitual quantifier will quantify over world-time pairs (or world-event pairs).
- For our purposes, we will simply call it gen.
- *Sally smokes* = “In gen possible times that are preferred by the ordering source, Sally is smoking”.
- But which modal base and ordering source are appropriate for habituals?
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2. A uniform ordering source?

- A habitual expresses an inductive inference from a collection of repeated instances.
- Hume (1748): in order for induction to work, we have to assume that the world is uniform, in the sense that future events resemble past and present ones.
- Although this assumption is probably not warranted in general, it makes sense to treat an inductive statement as carrying the assumption that the world is uniform.
- Hence, a uniform ordering source prefers worlds that are uniform.
- *Sally smokes* = “In gen possible future times in which Sally continues with her present behavior, she is smoking” (cf. Cohen 1999).
- In other words: there were repeated events of Sally’s smoking, and these events are expected to continue.
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\( \neg \) b. Sally drinks when Israeli and Egyptian leaders meet.
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- Sally’s birthday is not an essential property of Sally.
- Hence, there are possible worlds that preserve essential properties of the actual world, in which Sally’s birthday is not on Christmas.
- But such worlds are not quantified over when a habitual is evaluated:

  \begin{enumerate}
  \item a. Sally drinks on her birthday.
  \item b. Sally drinks on Christmas.
  \end{enumerate}
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Habituals are not sensitive to whether a property is inherent/essential or not.
We can conclude, then, that habituals are evaluated with respect to a uniform, rather than a stereotypical, ordering source.
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- How would habituals behave if they were evaluated with respect to a stereotypical ordering source?
- We don’t need to imagine—the common view of habituality gives us the answer:

(3) Sally is a smoker.

- I will show that -er nominals, as in (3), are evaluated with respect to a stereotypical ordering source.
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If we say *Tom smokes*... we are drawing inferences on the basis, in part, of observed behaviour, whereas if we say *Tom is a smoker* to a certain extent we are designating a certain role to the subject (Spencer and Zaretskaya 1999:19).
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- Carlson (1995): ‘It would be strange indeed if there were a non-inductive [non-quantificational] set of truth-conditions for “Sam is a poor liar”, but an inductive set of truth-conditions for “Sam lies poorly”.’

- von Fintel and Heim (1999):
  
  $\textit{beautiful dancer} \approx > \text{someone } x \text{ such that generally if } x \text{ dances... } x \text{ does so beautifully}$

To develop an approach based on this intuition, we need a way of treating $\textit{dancer}$ as involving a stage-level/episodic predicate (which can be the host of the manner predicate $\textit{beautiful}$) and a generic quantifier. One would hope that such an approach would involve the fact that $\textit{dancer}$ is a deverbal formation and some idea of the semantic contribution of the suffix -er (p. 18; see also Stump 1981 and Larson 1998).
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- Assume, as before: In the actual world, Sally’s birthday is December 25th, but there are worlds preserving inherent properties where her birthday is on a different date.

- These worlds are quantified over when the -er nominal is evaluated:

(4) a. Sally drinks on her birthday (and only then).
   ⇒ b. Sally is a birthday drinker.
   ⊬ c. Sally is a Christmas drinker.
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Suppose all animals except dogs suddenly died in the actual world.
But they continue to live in other, normal worlds.

⇔ b. John trains animals.
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Suppose all animals except dogs suddenly died in the actual world.

But they continue to live in other, normal worlds.

⇔ b. John trains animals.

(6) a. John is a dog trainer.
⇏ b. John is an animal trainer.
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But:

1. As we have seen, the stereotypical ordering source may be appropriate for -er nominals, but not for habituials.

2. Chierchia misses the obvious connection between *smoke* and *smoker*, which have the same argument structure (Rappaport-Hovav and Levin 1992)
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- -Er nominals are sensitive to whether a property is inherent/essential.
- Therefore, they are evaluated with respect to a stereotypical, rather than a uniform, ordering source.
- “In gen stereotypical worlds, Sally smokes.”
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- What is the connection between smoke and smoker?
- Consider smoke+er

The eventive verb smoke is interpreted as a habitual.

What is the contribution of -er?

Claim: -er is a metaphysical modal.

The subject of a modal receives the thematic role that the lower verb assigns to its subject, either by control or by raising (Ross 1967):

(7) a. #John gave birth tonight.
    b. #John may give birth tonight.

The same is true of -er nominals:

(8) a. #This ox breeds well.
    b. #This ox is a good breeder.
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- Consider smoke+er
- The eventive verb smoke is interpreted as a habitual.
- What is the contribution of -er?
- **Claim**: -er is a metaphysical modal.
  - The subject of a modal receives the thematic role that the lower verb assigns to its subject, either by control or by raising (Ross 1967):

  (7) a. #John gave birth tonight.
  b. #John may give birth tonight.

- The same is true of -er nominals:

  (8) a. #This ox breeds well.
  b. #This ox is a good breeder.
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- **Claim**: -er is a bare modal: it only introduces a (metaphysical) modal base and a (stereotypical) ordering source, but no quantifier.
- In that, it is similar to modals in Lillooet Salish (Rullmann et al. 2008).
- The generic quantifier is introduced by type-shifting.
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